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But: Ambiguities (and traps) of evaluation
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Case-in-point
Assessing ‘Covid governance’
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Researching Policy Success – A Short History

1996 present
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PROGRAMMATIC DIMENSION 
• Implemented as per objectives?
• Achieve intended outcomes?
• Efficient use of resources?
• Equitable benefits?

POLITICAL DIMENSION
• Politically popular?
• Help with re-election?
• Secure or boost credibility?
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PROCESS DIMENSION

• Legitimacy in the formation of choices? 
• Due process; constitutional; values of 

democracy
• Was the legislation passed with no, or few, 

amendments?
• Did the policy have the support of a 

sufficient coalition?
• Was the policy based on new ideas or 

policy instruments, or did it involve the 
adoption of policy instruments from 
elsewhere?



Beyond ideal types: nuanced assessment
• Successful Process vs. Unsuccessful 

Programs - “Winning battle, losing the war”

• Successful Politics vs. Unsuccessful 
Programs - “Good politics but bad policy”

• Successful Programs vs. Unsuccessful 
Politics - “Doing better, feeling worse”

• Success continuum: complete –> resilient ->  
conflicted –> precarious -> failure

• Success for whom? Issues of distribution, 
justice & power (McC, Grealy, Lea, 2020) 
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Our SPG approach:
Programmatic, Political, Process and Endurance 
Dimensions

Programmatic: Purposeful and valued action

Political: Stakeholder and public legitimacy for 
the policy 

Process: Thoughtful and fair policymaking 
practices

Endurance: Sustained performance over time 
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Policy 
Success=

FROM: “A shadowy mix of politics, sensitivity, and good sense with a 
rather large random component having something to do with timing.” 

(Linder and Peters, 1980s)

TO: “A policy is a complete success to the extent that (a) it 
demonstrably creates widely valued social outcomes; through (b) 

design, decision-making, and delivery processes that enhance both its 
problem-solving capacity and its political legitimacy; and (c) sustains 

this performance for a considerable period of time even in the face of 
changing circumstances.”

(Luetjens et al., 2019)



Policy 
Success 

Assessment 
Map
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Lifting millions out of poverty: 
Brazil’s Bolsa Familia program
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A perfect storm: 
Australia’s gun control saga
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Adapting to climate change: 
the Dutch delta’s water management
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Beating the resource curse:  
Norway’s Petroleum Fund
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Tackling ozone depletion: 
A global policy regime
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Multi-dimensional, differentiated assessmentDegrees of 
Success
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CASE PROGRAM PROCESS POLITICAL ENDURANCE
Bolsa Familia 4 3 4 3
Singapore Healthcare 4 4 3 3
NHS Waiting Times 2 2 4 2
UK Tobacco Control 3 3 3 4
Finnish Education 4 4 3 4
Estonia e-gov 3 2 4 2
Alameda Corridor 4 3 2 3
Dutch Delta 4 4 4 4
Danish Urban Planning 4 4 4 3
Norwegian Future Fund 4 4 3 3
German Labour Market 3 4 2 3
Montreal Protocol 4 4 4 4
GI Bill 3 1 4 3
Marvellous Melbourne 3 3 3 3



From case assessment to explanatory analysis

“What works”……

1. In designing policies/programs that are really beneficial
2. In getting them adopted, resourced and implemented
3. In ensuring they have broad support
4. In safeguarding these assets over time
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Inductive inferences from the two volumes

• Triggers: necessity/fight ====== opportunity/appetite
• Timing: reactive (crisis-driven) ====== anticipatory
• Pacing: inches (incrementalism) ======= miles (big-leap reform)
• Packaging: grand narratives ====== smuggled-in change
• Style: top-down ‘powering’ ====== consultative ‘puzzling’
• Participation: elites and peaks ====== publics and grass roots
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How policy successes happen: a first attempt
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Upshot of 1st QCA exercise

• Inclusive design practices strong contributor to multidimensional
success

• Low-innovation policies to be driven at relatively fast pace

• For high-innovation policies, ample time must be taken to develop
them inclusively
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Conclusions -/ discussion points

• Overcoming negativity bias, escaping ‘complexity jargon’: The (de)merits of 
‘positive’ policy analysis 

• Policy success is not policy failure inversed: Towards sensible & balanced
yet nimble multi-criteria assessment methods

• From assessment & storytelling towards mechanisms & design principles: 
hard road, easy to over-promise, no grand theory, context matters, but 
still…….

• Quite aside from analytical (de)merits, there is a practical, pragmatic, 
democratic, empowering agenda here
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Interested?

• Forthcoming:
• Successful public policy: Lessons from Canada (Howlett et al, OUP late 2021)
• Successful public policy: Lessons from the Nordic region (de la Porte et al, OUP, early 2022)

• See further: www.successfulpublicgovernance.com

• And: https://collaborativegovernancecasedatabase.sites.uu.nl/
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